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Introducing  
ForceField Share
Lost keys, unreported damage, lack of 

visibility and underutilised vehicles are just 
some of the problems that can occur when 

company cars are shared between staff. 
But now there’s ForceField Share from 

Toyota Fleet Management.

ForceField Share utilises a centralised 
web-based scheduling, booking and 
reporting system that gives you total 

visibility of your shared or pool vehicle 
fleet. It’s easy to use and can save you 

time, reduce costs and streamline 
administration. Take a closer look.
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ForceField Share benefits

Easy to use and accessible 24/7
ForceField Share is so simple to use. Staff can log in from anywhere, 
anytime, via their desktop, iOS or Android device. The interface reveals 
which vehicles are available, and bookings can be made in just a few 
clicks, eliminating the need for tedious reservation systems.

Greater visibility and vehicle utilisation
No more vehicles sitting idle, you can now maximise the use of your 
vehicles with smart features such as auto booking expiry, and auto 
extension of late bookings. With ForceField Share, any vehicle returned 
early shows up in the system and can be re-booked; maintenance or 
damage issues can be logged for prompt attention; and if you choose, 
unused vehicles can even be booked for private use.

Streamlined administration and reduced costs
Our ForceField Share system provides a centralised, single point 
of booking, reducing administration. It also allows you to identify 
potential cost efficiencies and reduce costs. Plus, optimising vehicle 
usage can create further savings.

Customisation for greater control
ForceField Share is highly customisable. This means you can  
control your management of shared vehicles by using smart  
features such as email templates, bulk loading of users, vehicle  
policy enforcement and the ability to set separate business and  
private rates by time or kilometres.

A smarter, safer fleet with ForceField Telematics
Leverage the power of ForceField Telematics to gain unparalleled 
insight to the utilisation of your assets. Collectively, ForceField 
Telematics and ForceField Share will enable you to make informed 
decisions to improve driver safety, increase utilisation and reduce costs 
by reallocating unused assets.

CUSTOMISATION FOR 
GREATER CONTROL

EASY TO USE AND 
ACCESSIBLE 24/7

A SMARTER, SAFER 
FLEET WITH FORCEFIELD 

TELEMATICS



Contact Your Fleet Mobility Partner 
toyotafleetmanagement.com.au 1300 888 870
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